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53%

of HR leaders say the
inability to identify
needed skills is the
biggest impediment
to workforce
transformation
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Gartner, Lack of Skills Threatens Digital Transformation, 7/202

Upskilling the
workforce is the
biggest challenge
of our time

Only 1-in-3 companies
successfully evolves in
the face of disruption

Why?
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Areas of focus
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01

Tips to align colleagues
across the organisation

02

The importance of
using skill data

03

Practical insights on a
skills-based vs. HR-based strategy

Where to play and how to win

Accelerated Learning

Creates an ecosystem
to effortless support
skills development
and career mobility.

Approaches skills
development in a
traditional way with no
supporting technology.

0

Starts the blended
learning journey.
Technology is limited.

Builds a skills
strategy, aligns it to
business goals and
adopts technology.
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1
Exponential Growth / innovation
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Skills must be owned and nurtured by all
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1

Human Resources

2

Leaders

Provides insights
about skills and
strategic solutions
that accelerate
business execution.

Set the strategic
direction for
the business.
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Employees
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Managers

Offer and grow their
skills in exchange for
career opportunities

Create the conditions
for development and
provide guidance
and support

Developing your organisational skills strategy
Measure & Communicate Progress
Measure progress against your targets and
be prepared to communicate successes and
iterate strategy based on results

Adoption & Change Management
If you build it, they may not necessarily
come. Marketing & change management
is critical for all stakeholder groups
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Building the
skills your
organisation
needs to
succeed

Identify Critical Skills
Identify the skills (by role, business unit,
or enterprise-wide) that are critical to
deliver on your business strategy

Align Resources and Experiences

Establish Baseline & Targets

Ensure all learning resources and
opportunities are aligned to your skill strategy
to drive alignment and engagement

Once you’ve determined the skills
needed, measure your employees
against these skills and establish
target levels for specific skill groups

Developing your functional & team skills strategies
Measure & Communicate Progress
Measure progress against your targets and be
prepared to communicate successes and iterate
strategy based on results. Celebrate wins and
reinforce connection to strategy

Adoption & Change Management
Ensure functional leads and front-line
managers are actively engaged in
communicating importance of skills
and coaching for sustained engagement

Align Resources and Experiences
Curate best of organizational resources
and combine with any functional or
team-specific learning and experiences.
Manager coaching provides guidance
and feedback as skills develop
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Building the
skills the
team needs
to succeed

Identify Critical Skills
Identify the skills that are critical to
the success of your function or team.
Ensure skills are aligned to key
initiatives and broader
organizational strategy

Establish Baseline & Targets
Once you’ve determined the skills
needed, measure your employees
against these skills and establish target
levels for specific skills and/or roles

Empower learners to pursue their own skills path
Measure & Communicate Progress
Assess your progress and determine how
best to document and communicate your
skills to further your goals

Engage Stakeholders
Align with managers, coaches,
and SMEs to provide guidance
and feedback as you take your
skills to the next level

Align Learning & Application Opportunities
Identify and engage with key learning
experiences and pursue opportunities to
apply your new knowledge
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Building the
skills you need
to succeed and
thrive

Identify Critical Skills
Identify the skills that are critical
to your success and career goals

Establish Baseline & Targets
Once you’ve determined the skills
needed, measure your current abilities
against these skills and set goals

In summary
Organisational

• Identify and develop orgwide skills (leadership,
strategic, etc.)
• Analyse organisational skill
data to inform talent strategy
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Functional / Team

Individual

• Equip functional leaders with
data and resources to rapidly
develop key skills

• Empower learners to
proactively identify and
develop the skills most
important to them

• Pollinate resources and
SMEs across functions
• Managers to coach and
develop team-critical skills

• Equip individuals with
tools to assess and
communicate progress

Only 16% of organisations link
people’s skills to goals
Resources
to develop on their
own and with each
other, through their
day-to-day work

Guidance

Insights

on the skills they
should and could
be developing to
grow their careers

to quantify their
skills and gaps, build
good habits, and
visualize progress

Opportunities
to advance their skills
and careers through
projects or jobs that
match their interests
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Brandon Hall Group, The current state of talent assessments, 9/2019

Connect learning to skills, and skills to
opportunities
Learning Experience
Present dynamic content
recommendations to target
current skill level and development
needs for skill growth

Career
Experiences
Diversity,
Inclusion &
Belonging

Workforce
Agility
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Gain insights into an
individual’s measured,
verifiable skills

Project
Exposure

Representation

Get real-time skill gap
feedback on where employees
should spend their time

Skill Analytics

Employee
Engagement
& Retention

Labor
Optimization

Empowerment

Career Mobility
Connect individuals
to opportunity on
the basis of their
verifiable skills

Individual

Functional / Team

Organisational
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Broader Skills
Data is critical
A purely top-down skill
strategy is too slow and too
cumbersome.
L&D and Talent must create
an environment where
functions and individual
learners can enact their
own skill journeys.

Increase the value
you provide to your
organisation
• Accelerate business strategy execution
• Optimize cost of labor
• Create a workforce of talent multipliers
• Establish a culture of continuous
learning and skilling
• Build an adaptable and durable
workforce
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How We Win

Thank you!
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